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Unique window
on all publicy
funded research



FRIS DATAPROVIDERS



4 OBJECTIVES as principles of implementation

Open 
information = 
faster
innovation. 
Accelerate
the chain 
from idea to
innovation by
ensuring a 
better
information 
flow between
research 
institutes and
innovative
organisations

Simplifying
administratio
n through
webservices
(e-gov)

Obtaining
information 
directly from
systems 

Requesting
information 
just once, 
sharing and
reusing it to
get the most 
out of it

Having up-to
-date 
information 
available = 
making 
research 
innovation
strategy
more 
effective and
efficient

To make 
research 
information 
publicly
available so
that everyone
can use it
freely



TARGET GROUPS



TARGET GROUPS



FRIS is ALWAYS UP TO DATE

GOAL: accurately reflect the state of research in the region

IT – infrastructure as Service Oriented Architecture to provide
a sustainable and more agile IT-system using standard 
compliant technology

 SOAP webservices : technology independent components

 Data quality tooling

 Semantic platform using webservices

 CERIF standard: neutral architecture - interoperability



FRIS is ALWAYS UP TO DATE

SOA architecture



FRIS is ALWAYS UP TO DATE

GOAL: accurately reflect the state of research in the region

System-to-system integration between research institutes
and FRIS

 From bulk based yearly upload to incremental model with
changes in real – time

 Research institutes in Flanders have linked their systems directly
to FRIS: tight integration based on state and workflow changes

 Changes in source systems are immediately reflected into FRIS



FRIS is ALWAYS UP TO DATE

GOAL: accurately reflect the state of research in the region

FRIS webservices geared towards public access with all public 
information as open data and open API’s



ACCESS to FRIS

How to access the FRIS 
data?
There are two ways.

The online portal 
researchportal.be will
tell you anything you
want to know about
research in Flanders.

And with our free 
license you can request
all research data you
want to use for your
own research and
development.



ACCESS to FRIS: FRIS PORTAL

There are two ways.

The online portal 
researchportal.be will
tell you anything you
want to know about
research in Flanders.

Online catalogue. 
Various search filters.



ACCESS to FRIS: information as OPEN 
DATA

Flemish government as a 
trailblazer for open data

Opening up FRIS-data for
researchers, government
bodies, industry

Free open data license
through open API’s

Allowing you to work with all
publicly funded research in 
Flanders

https://researchportal.be/en/fris-architecture



SUCCES STORIES: FRIS as a TRUSTED 
data source

ONTOFORCE: MEDICAL DATA SEARCH PLATFORM
 Belgium company in biotech and life science
 Extract information from public, third party, private big data 

=> searchable and easy to be interpreted

 More data, more insights: smart decisions and innovation
 FRIS as a trusted source

“Open data is given a score of 1 to 5 stars. I rate FRIS research data 4 to 5 stars. 

The highest score, because their data is ready to be linked to other datasets. It is 
the first databank that we can use so quickly and easily.”



SUCCES STORIES: FRIS as a TRUSTED 
data source

IdFuse : RESEARCH BENCHMARKING TOOL IMPACTER
 Assisting researcher with writing impact paragraph of grant

proposal
 Comparison to the state-of-the-art in global science
 FRIS as a trusted source



WINNER AGORIA E-GOV AWARDS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3t4wMUyPKU&feature=youtu.be

FRIS as winner 
of e-gov award 
“Open Data” 
“Best Project 

2018”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3t4wMUyPKU&feature=youtu.be


ONE STOP RESOURCE OF R&D

“Collect only once, reuse where possible” - principle
FRIS as a one stop resource in Flanders for any process where
research information can be re-used
 FRIS is a trusted source
 Information is coming from controlled processes with quality

control

FRIS as a digital information hub in the Flemish ecosystem
 FRIS as a building block within the research information lifecycle
 Redesigning some of the existing information flows in Flanders

FRIS will be using authoritative sources 
 such as ingesting the project information directly from the main research 

funding organisations in Flanders

FRIS opening them up for re-use
 = distributing the information to the research organisations where

metadata can be enriched again and sent back to FRIS and, via FRIS, to the
research funding organisations (output reporting)

 E-gov strategy of the Flemish Government



What’s NEXT? FRIS CONTINUES to
IMPROVE

MORE CLIENTS and INFORMATION PROVIDERS
Additional innovation partners such as strategic research 
centres , university colleges

EXTRA DATA
Information on patents, equipment, datasets + financial 
reporting

USER FRIENDLY VISUALISATIONS

LINKED OPEN DATA
Linking to other data sources (national – international)

FLEXIBLE INFORMATION EXCHANGE (for REPORTING)
Easier request, delivery, access to data



FRIS and OPEN SCIENCE

METADATA

Make data Open and FAIR

Findable = Assign persistent ID’s, provide rich metadata, 
register in a searchable resource

Accessible = Retrievable by their ID using a standard 
protocol, metadata remain accessible even if data aren’t

Interoperable = Use standard vocabularies and qualified
references

Reusable = Rich accurate metadata, clear provenance, use
of community standards

MONITORING of OPEN SCIENCE



Flanders Research Information Space

>> https://www.ewi-vlaanderen.be/en/fris-
flanders-research-information-space

Leen Van Campe
leen.vancampe@vlaanderen.be


